
Ptr Lorenz in Bulusan Jan-Feb 2019 

 
Hi brother mike, I would like to inform you about our ministry in one of my outreach in Brgy. San Jose, Bulusan. Each 
Sunday afternoon we conducted bible study there which about 8 families and the consistent attendance is 20. Starting 
from November it seems like we have a formal Sunday Service. Now one of the members wants us to use portion of 
their lot for the Lord's work to have a church building. Every Tuesday night from 8pm to 1 am we have intercessory 
prayer with our bible studies for God's intervention. I have already invited PAMI pastors to speak there like pastor Pio 
during 1 of our overnight prayer and on Sunday January 20, 2019 our speaker would be pastor Gumer and so other PAMI 
pastors next time. 

 
For now we are using the furniture shop of brother Santiago since that we don't have church building yet. Please help us 
in prayer that God will help our ministry there in San Jose. Since it is a far distance to our church in Sapngan and they are 
not able to go down from the upper part of San Jose with all of them. 
 

If you remember when you were here, before you can reach dancalan beach, you will pass by the pathway going 

to TESDA school, that is the way up to San Jose. 

Not quiet adjacent. But it is reachable. 20 minutes riding in a motorbike. The road is elevated so its hard for 

them specially majority of attendees don't have motorbike not able to carry everyone to go sapngan. 

Since that we have outreach there we can spread our evangelism to the barrio next to it, the Capiricohan. 

And if we can established there a church in San Jose it will be our base to reach the other barrio then put 

another ministry there. 

Anyway according to datus (data) San Jose is one of the most populated brgy. In Bulusan. 

It has 3 parta, the San Jose Lower, the Upper and the Tungud which we have our ministry 

*parts 

It has 1500 registered voters in that area. 
 

But that are only the voters, children youth and others which are not registered yet are not included. 

Or counted 

Not in High school, in TESDA 

Before reaching there we will passby the TESDA school. Vocational school. 
 

 



In going San Jose, in the specific location where we have our ministry is we are just passing by the TESDA, what I meant 
is that the entry to go there is the road which the TESDA is located also. 
 

I didn't say that TESDA is by dancalan. Actually it is at the Entry point going San Jose. 

Our current rental is just 2 blocks from where Ptr. Vir Gacis and Ptr willy are renting. 

Maybe 20 meters or more. 

Just nearby the old in sapngan. 
A hundred meters maybe toward the town proper. 
 
I'm riding on a motorbike, and it (San Jose) takes about 20 minutes came from the proper town. 

 
From our church rental after the service in the morning I ride on the bike going to town proper(since that we need to 
pass by the town proper first before going up to San Jose.) And then going to up to San Jose away from town proper not 
more than 20 minutes. 
 

Brgy. Poctol, and then passed by the TESDA. 

Brgy. Central and a little part in brgy. Poctol then TESDA and then Tungud San Jose. 

Try google map the San Jose. I hope you might see the TESDA and the brgy which I have mention. 

Anyway it a rerouting. 

That's why you might wonder because truly TESDA is almost near at sapngan but it is different when you 

follow the road way going up there at San Jose. 

 
San Jose and San Francisco is almost near to each other but it is mountainous and there are no access road to connect 
each other yet. 
 

 

Morning in sapngan and afternoon at San Jose thats what we do as of now. 

It is more than, 6 families in sapngan. 

But in sapangan some of them don't regularly attend for some reasons. We keep on praying for them. 

2 Sunday service every Sunday. 

Sister Hilda is now nat active in the church. 

*not active 

Maybe since that I'm the pastor here now and not pastor Vir, maybe that is the reason. She just attended once 

and then nothing next. 

If they love the church whoever will be the pastor there, they must not leave. 
 

Mike: I don't think she stopped attending because of 

you. I think Mama Hilda lives with her family in 

Manila rather than Bulusan. 

 

I'm doing follow up already but she didn't come her 

either. 

Maybe that's another reason. 

 

Mike: Does Bro Boy and his family still attend?  
 

Yes they are still active with the family.  
In fact he is also cleaning the church voluntarily 

every Sunday. 

 

 



Feeding program in San Jose outreach. 

We conducted meeting with our members there regarding the start of bayanihan for fellowship center. And the 

outcome is we will start to cleaning up(remove the grasses) the place where we put the fellowship center. We 

will start on next Saturday. And on March we will start building work. I have shared to them that we have aid 

from PAMI. and they are glad about it. Praise God. 

Please pray for more children to attend next meeting. 

 

 
 

 


